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QUESTION 1

You need to create the factCustomerContact table. Which type of table should you create? 

A. A fact table with a non-additive measure 

B. A factless fact table 

C. A periodic snapshot fact table 

D. A fact table with an additive measure 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to implement security in the cube to limit the sites visible to each user. What should you do? 

A. Create an SSAS database role in the cube for each user and assign the sites each user can access to his or her
database role. 

B. Create an SSAS server role for each user and assign the sites each user can access to his or her server role. 

C. Create an SSAS database role and define a Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) calculation to implement dynamic
dimension security. 

D. Create a view on the SalesTransactions table that uses the SecurityFilter and User table data to limit the sites for
each user. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A company maintains separate environments for development, test, and production. The company uses the project
deployment model for SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) deployments. 

You create an SSIS project to perform a daily refresh of the data warehouse and data models. The project has five
packages. 

You need to configure the project to ensure that the development, test, and production teams can run each package
without manually adding server-specific information. 

Which program should you use? 

To answer, select the appropriate program in the answer area. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 4

A hospital has a relational data warehouse, a SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS) database, and a SQL Server
Reporting Services (SSRS) instance. The SSAS database contains a cube named Pharmacy. Shared data sources
exist in 

SSRS for the relational and SSAS databases. Each hospital department has its own report writers. 

Report writers in the Human Resources (HR) department want to create new reports by using Report Builder. Many
reports will include data generated by a custom formula that references data stored either in a data warehouse table or
in the 

Pharmacy cube. The custom formula will compare time periods across multiple products, categories, and employees. 

You have the following requirements: 

Ensure that only the HR department report writers can access the custom formula. 

Implement only one dataset. 

Ensure that the dataset references the data source that will provide the fastest data retrieval. 

You need to meet the requirements to support the HR department report writers. 
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What should you do(More than one answer choice may achieve the goal. Select the BEST answer.) 

A. Create, deploy, and secure a shared dataset that references the data warehouse shared data source and includes
custom Transact-SQL (T-SQL) code for the custom formula. 

B. Create a calculated member in the Pharmacy cube. Create, deploy, and secure a shared dataset that references the
SSAS database shared data source and includes the calculated member from the cube. 

C. Create and secure in the data warehouse a stored procedure that implements the custom formula. Create and deploy
a shared dataset that references the data warehouse shared data source. 

D. Create, deploy, and secure a shared dataset that references the SSAS database shared data source and includes a
calculated member for the custom formula. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are designing a fact table in a SQL Server database. The fact table must meet the following requirements: Include a
columnstore index. 

Allow users to choose up to 10 dimension tables and up to five facts at one time. Maximize performance of queries that
aggregate measures by using any of the 10 dimensions. 

Support billions of rows. 

Use the most efficient design strategy. 

You need to design the fact table to meet the requirements. 

What should you do(More than one answer choice may achieve the goal. Select the BEST answer.) 

A. Design a fact table with 5 dimensional key columns and 10 measure columns. Place the columnstore index on the
dimensional key columns. 

B. Design a fact table with 5 dimensional key columns and 10 measure columns. Place the columnstore index on the
measure columns. 

C. Design a fact table with 10 dimensional key columns and 5 measure columns. Place the columnstore index on the
dimensional key columns and the measure columns. 

D. Design a fact table with 10 dimensional key columns and 5 measure columns. Place the columnstore index on only
the measure columns. 

Correct Answer: C 
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